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Applied Science Fiction Digital SHO plug-in filter for Adobe Photoshop. Menu
shows before and after filter, zoom in and adjustments to shadow brightness and
color intensity. Before image on left.. .after image on right.

Bad exposure of a waterfall taken on
35mm slide film. Underexposure
caused loss of image detail in the
shadows.

Digital SHO was applied to the waterfall image with excellent recapture of
detail in deep shadows. Notice the dramatic improvement to green moss and
shadows on rocks without sacrificing
any highlight detail.

Scan of old 2'A transparency that has
faded over the years.

Same image after Digital ROC was
applied.

Applied Science Fiction Digital ROC plug-in filter for Adobe Photoshop. Menu shows
before and after filter, zoom in and adjustments to red, green and blue intensities.

Applied Science Fiction
ONE OF THE MOST popular
image editing software products today is
called a plug-in, or plug-in filter. Basically,
these small add-on programs are designed
to enhance the powerful editing programs
like Adobe Photoshop. These filters are designed to solve technical and creative
problems not always solved in the editing
program. Since Adobe Photoshop is the
most popular image-editing program on
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the market today, most plug-ins are designed to be Photoshop compatible.
There are literally thousands of these filters that include color correction, photographic filters, image sharpening, digital
camera and scanner communication and
image compression to name but a few.
There are unlimited creative effects available that allow you to design works of art
that will exceed your wildest expectations.

New plug-in filters are popping up
everywhere. In fact, there are so many
that it is tough to track them all and keep
them straight. We felt that there was a
need for a regular update to help keep you
informed on the latest and greatest plugins. So, we will be offering the frequent
"Plug-ins Page" that will highlight a different manufacturer each month and feature their most popular plug-in filters.
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Our first featured manufacturer, Applied
Science Fiction, is a new entry in the plugin market, although you may have
already heard their name. They are not
newcomers to the industry as their popular Digital ICE technology has been
included in film scanners for years. This
proprietary technology included Digital
ROC, which was used to correct faded
images and restore their color. Up until
now this technology was only available in
conjunction with scanners.
Well, the wait is over as Applied Science
Fiction has now released a plug-in version
of Digital ROC. This plug-in filter is
Photoshop compatible and is activated
from the filter menu. It uses proprietary
algorithms to analyze the color gradients
as the image is loaded. Using the optimal
tonal curve for each color channel, it will
then correct the image for faded colors, or
color casts created by fluorescent and
tungsten lighting. Although Photoshop 7
now includes Auto Color, we feel that
Digital ROC is head and shoulders above
this Photoshop correction feature.
Wait, there's more! They have a second
image correction plug-in filter called
Digital Sho that optimizes image exposure
and contrast. It is used to correct hidden
detail in images with exposure problems
due to flash-fill mistakes or backlit subjects. This plug-in filter uses proprietary
algorithms to adjust the darker areas, and
then automatically re-adjust them to
reveal hidden detail. Even if you have a
good working knowledge of the levels editor in Photoshop, you will find that this
plug-in filter can do a better job and faster.
These plug-in filters are only available
for Windows at this time. Mac users will
just have to wait for a bit as they are currently in the works.
Each filter sells for $49.95 and is available for purchase on the Applied Science
Fiction Web site. If you want to try these
filters out, just log onto www.asf.
com and download a trial version of their
new plug-in filters Digital ROC and Digital
SHO.

jack and Sue Drafahl are freelance journalists/
photographers living in the Pacific Northwest. They
have owned and operated a custom lab and service bureau, Image Concepts, for many years. They
can be reached at: concepts@pacifier.com. The
Drafahls new web site is: www.jackandsue
drafahl.com
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SuccessWare BL
The Photography Studio Management Softo'are Designed To Make You More Money
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The Most Important Studio Equipment
YOU Will Ever Own!

Clients,Prospects,Relationships,
Scheduling, Inquiries, Sessions,
Orders, Job Tracking, Custom
Statuses, Custom lnvoices,Custom
Client fields, Personalized Letters,
Custom Labels, Bulk Mail,
E-Mail Marketing,
Automated Phone Dialing,
Bill Paying, Check Writing,
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To-Do List, Security, Searching,
•
Business Planning, Pricing tor
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Profit, Financial Reporting,
Managerial Information, Sales
Report, Sales fax Report,
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Accurate Sales Averages,
Plus Much More!

Phone Today!
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800-593-3767

Take a Quick Tour on our Web Site!
www.SuccessWare.net
Windows & Macintosh

NEW

VERSIONS.?

For more information, circle 169

The intimate in
Photographic Source Books
ALBUM 2000

•

AWARD WINNING
( WEDDING
& PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY

B
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2. Choose 1 or more books from above for
Album 2000 for $29.95 only an additional $7.50 each, plus shipping
This is the Ultimate Offer on the Ultimate in Photographic Source books.
Find out what makes an award winning print in the wedding, portrait, commercial,
industrial, digital, negative retoucher/color artist, and art/tech markets.

1-310-451-8506
MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS AND DISCOVER CARDS ACCEPTED
Books pictured are subject to availability.
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